coming more common in golf shoe lines. Two basic types are the monk strap and engineers strap. The monk strap is a long extension of one of the shoe’s quarters that runs across the throat to a buckle on a shorter extension of the opposite quarter. (Sketch 3, p. 45). The engineers strap and buckle utilizes two separate pieces of leather that are sewn on either side of the throat.

Gores are an integral part of the new slip-on golf shoes. These elastic inserts on the sides or front hold the shoe snugly on the foot. Gores may be hidden by tongue of shoe or visible (Sketch 4).

Prolong Life of Golf Cars

Gould-National Batteries, Inc., Dallas, Texas, has put together a booklet on the golf car and battery maintenance, golf car operation and golf car policies. Write to the company for a free copy.

On a Champion Doo-All Trailer?

YES

ALL CHAMPION DOO-ALL TRAILERS NOW AVAILABLE WITH TERRA-TIRES

We have sold a lot of dual-wheel trailers but, like you, have always felt a big, soft tire could do a better job of protecting fine turf from wheel ruts. Now, we have finally found a perfect flotation tire—a soft, wide-tread tire whose 6-ply strength is sufficient to carry the heavy load you can put into any of our Doo-All Trailers.

For full details and prices, write us or ask your turf equipment jobber about the Model 05130 units. We’ll be pleased to send you specifications and prices. We also have a conversion kit if you want to put these tires on older Champion Trailers. Give us the serial number of your trailer when you write, and tell us whether you now have 7” or 8” wheels.

THE CHAMPION COMPANY
Established 1878
Springfield, Ohio 45501
610 16th Street, Oakland, Calif. 94612
856 Millwood Road, Toronto 17, Ontario

For more information circle number 145 on card